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ABSTRACT 

We have studied the production and detection of several types of new particles at the Superconducting Super Collider 

(SSC) and at three possible upgrades of the Fermilab Tevatron Collider. We compare the physics potential of the SSC 

with that of an upgraded collider, and we discuss in depth the relative capabilities of the three Tevatron Collider upgrades. 

From a physics standpoint, we suggest that one of the proposed upgrades has several advantages . 
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1. Introduction 

The "New Particles at Hadron Colliders" group had 
several general tasks. 

a) Refine the techniques for finding new particles at 
the SSC and at an upgraded Tevatron Collider. For 
the most part we concentrated on those areas where 
previous studies were inadequate or non-existent. 

b) Investigate whether there is a gap between the ca
pabilities of the SSC and the Tevatron. If there is a 
gap, would an upgraded Tevatron Collider be able 
to make a significant difference ? It has also been 
suggested that any gap could be filled by running 
the SSC at lower energies. The SSC Conceptual De
sign Report states that the SSC can be run at lower 
energies with high luminosity (at ..fi = 10 TeV, lu
minosity would be 5 x 1032 cm-2s-1; at ..fi = 3 
TeV, luminosity would be 1032 ). However, we did 
not take this possibility into account. 

c) Compare three proposed upgrades for the Tevatron 
Collider. We examined the upgrades to see which 
allowed the best search limits for various types of 
new particles and which upgrades could best study 
any particles which were discovered. It is impor
tant to decide which signals are feasible because the 
branching r-atios for each signal is different and can 
lead to differing conclusions for each upgrade. 

The table shows the parameters which were our start
ing assumptions. Since these are hypothetical upgrades, 
the parameters may change in time. By "future runs" we 
refer to Tevatron Collider runs before the upgrades A, B 
or C. . 

The new particles discussed here include new heavy 
leptons for which we show for the first time that they 
could be observable at the SSC. For new W' and Z' bosons 
we have concentrated on the possibilities at an upgraded 
Tevatron Collider. We made an intensive study of su
persymmetric particles because of serious deficiencies in 
previous studies; this work is not complete but the pre
liminary indication is that techniques for finding gluinos 
and squarks do exist. We looked carefully at the require-

OPTION ..;s 
A pp 2 TeV 

B pp 2 TeV 

c pp 3 TeV 

This run PP 1.8 TeV 

Future ru~s pp 1.8 TeV 

sse pp 40 TeV 

ments for finding supersymmetric particles at Tevatron 
upgrades. Work on new heavy quarks (beyond the top 
quark) is continuing and is not reported here. Higgs 
bosons and technicolor were assigned to the Electroweak 
Symmetry Breaking group at Snowmass and are there
fore not included. No new work was done on compos
iteness (substructure) and on the particles predicted by 
superstring theories except as they fall into the above cat
egories. 

2. Heavy Leptons 

2.1. HEAVY LEPTON INTRODUCTION 

Heavy leptons are some of the most difficult new par
ticles to find at a hadron collider. Their production rate is 
small since they must be produced by electro-weak inter
actions. Backgrounds are very large, and strong cuts are 
needed to bring them below the signals. Previous stud
ies of the detection prospects have concentrated on the 

rate and have not studied the backgrounds 1'
2

) in detail or 
have concluded that signals cannot be extracted due to 

the large backgrounds.3) As described below, Ian Hinch
liffe has devised a set of cuts which do, in principle, allow 
a signal to be established. 

Let us consider a fourth generation lepton doublet 
(~ ), with L (N) being the charged (neutral) member. 
We shall further assume that L is heavier than N. Some 
constraints on the existence of such a doublet exist al
ready. Measurements of the value of W and Z masses 
and the weak mixing angle imply that lmL- mNI < 310 

GeV (90% confidence)~) This bound could be upset by 
other particles added to the standard model. There is 
a limit ML > 41 GeV (95% confidence) from the UAl 

collaborationS) working at the SppS collider. This limit 
arises from the non-observation of electrons from the pro
cess W -+ LN -+ evN N and assumes that N is stable 
and is light. 

.c sec/year I .c dt 

2 X 1031 0.5 X 107 100 pb- 1 

1032 107 1000 pb-1 

6 X 1030 0.5 X 107 30 pb-1 

3-5 pb-1 

15- 20 pb-1? 

1033 107 10,000 pb-1 
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If the N is sufficiently light, it will contribute to the 
Z width 

Therefore experiments which count the number of neu
trinos will be sensitive to it provided that it is stable. 

Currently one cannot exclude such a neutrino~) However, 
experiments at LEP should be able either to detect such a 

lepton or to set a limit of order 40 GeV on its mass!) (A 
better limit can probably be obtained at LEP2, up to 80 
GeV or so, but only if theN is unstable). Charged leptons 

of masses up to 80 GeV or so willbe found at LEP2!l In 
the context of a discussion of searches at hadron colliders 
only the SSC and LHC are relevant. It should be possi
ble to impr~ve the UAl limit somewhat at the Tevatron 
collider, but the limiting factor is rate; only leptons ac
cessible in W decay are produced copiously enough to be 
found. 

2.2. HEAVY LEPTON DISCUSSION AND RESULTS 

Apart from W decay, which is not relevant to heavy 
lepton production in high energy colliders, there are four 
relevant production mechanisms. First, L + L- or LN 
pairs can be made by quark antiquark annihilation via 
a virtual Zh or W. The rate for this is well predicted, 
given the .L and N masses, since it depends only on the 
quark and antiquark distribution functions which are well 
known.1) 

Second, an L + L- (or N N) pair can be produced in a 

gluon gluon collision via the process shown in Fig. 1~) 

g 

Figure 1. Feynman diagram showing the process gg ..... L + L-. 

The loop conta,ins a sum over all quark flavors. 

The loop contains quarks. The contribution from the 
virtual Z is zero unless there is a quark doublet the masses 
of whose members straddle the mass of the virtual Z. 
The contribution from the Higgs depends on the quark 
masses, but there are no cancellations between the indi
vidual quark contributions. The presence of an additional 
lepton doublet in the standard model requires the exis
tence of another quark doublet to cancel anomalies. The 
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Figure 2. Feynman diagram showing the process qq ..... L + L- qq. 

masses of these quarks are very important in determining 
the production' rate from this process. 

Third, there is the process qq -+ qqL+ L- via inter
mediate W's or Z's, see Fig. 2. This process produces 

a rate which is negligible 
9

) with respect to the ones from 
the processes above and is not discussed further. 

Fourth, there is the possibility that some other new 
particle, produced copiously, could decay into the heavy 
lepton. (Recall the UAl limit discussed above.) The rate 
from such a process is very model dependent. 

lo-s 
100 

' ' \ .... ·.'-·:·· 
' . 

-........ 
························:·::···:·::·· 

---.:: 

500 800 

Figure 3. Total cr088-sections for heavy lepton production in pp 

collisions as a function of the charged lepton ( L) mass; N is assumed 

to be massless. A pair of lines is shown for each process; the upper 

(lower) is for ,fS = 40(17) GeV. The solid lines are for the process 

qij-+ L+ L- and the dot-dashed for qq-+ L± N (charges summed). 

The rates from the process gg-+ L+ L- are shown with mH = 100 

GeV and no 41h generation of quarks (dashed lines), mH = 100 GeV 

and the 4'h generation quark masses set to mL and mL + IOO GeV 

(dotted lines), and fflH = 500 GeV and the 41h generation quark 

masses set to mL ~d mL + 100 GeV (dose dotted lines). 

Figure 3 shows the total cross-section from the first 
three of these processes; the formulae are given at the 
end of this section for completeness. In the case of the 
third process several lines are shown corresponding to dif
ferent choices of the Higgs and fourth generation quark 



masses. It can be seen from this figure that the rates 
are of order 1 pb over the interesting range of masses. 
Notice that the rate from the gluon-gluon process falls 
relatively slowly with increasing lepton mass. This occurs 
because the Riggs-lepton coupling is proportional to the 
lepton mass. The rate is approximately independent of 
the Higgs mass (fiB) if fi£ > fiH. If fiH > fi£ the rate 

increases as fiH increases~) This can also be seen clearly 
from Fig. 3 where rates from Higgs masses of 100 and 500 
Ge V are shown. 

It can be seen from this figure that the rate from the 
gluon-gluon initial state is dominant over most of the rel
evant range of masses if we are interested in the L + L
final state. In what follows we shall take the fourth gen
eration down and up quark masses to be fi(Q4) = fi£ 

and fi£ + 100 GeV and shall assume fiH = 100 GeV. 
While the rates so obtained are model dependent, they 
could be larger if either fiH or the splitting between the 
charge 2/3 and charge 1/3 quarks is larger. The charged 
lepton L will decay into "W"+N, where theW is real if 
fi£- fiN > fiW and virtual otherwise. Initially we will 
assume that N is stable. 

Let us consider first the LN final state (which has a 
larger cross-section than that of the L + L- final state if 
fi£ >> fiN)· This then gives rise to a Wand missing 
transverse momentum, carried off by the N's. If one at
tempts to detect the W via its leptonic decay mode, the 
signal is now an isolated lepton and missing transverse 
momentum. This signal is overwhelmed by isolated lep
tons from the process qq -+ lv via an intermediate W 

boson.3) An attempt to detect W decaying hadronically 
faces a background from the final state ZW where the Z 
decays to neutrinos and the W hadronically. This back
ground is not overwhelming but there is an additional, 
much more problematic, final state of Z +jets where the 
Z decays to neutrinos and the jet system is indistinguish
able from that arising from a W decay. 

Much work 10
) has been done on the problem of resolv

ing a W decaying hadronically from a jet system, mostly 
in the context of searches for the Higgs boson decaying to 
w+w- where one w decays leptonically and the other 
hadronically. Here the dominant background is W +jets. 
One requires that the invariant mass of the jet system be 
close to theW. Other methods such as an attempt tore
solve the jet system into two jets (due to q and q in the W 
decay case), followed by cuts on the angular distribution 

of these jets 10>, or a cut on the particle multiplicity 11
) 

of the jet system may increase the background rejection 

somewhat.12
) The multipicity cut is considered because 

the W decays to quarks whereas the background jet sys
tem is mainly gluons; gluon jets are expected to produce 
larger multiplicity. In the LN case, a cut on the invariant 
mass of the jet system fijeb = fiW ± 10 GeV produces a 
signal to background ratio of less than 0.1 at ...jS = 40 TeV 

4 

,o-1 

10-2 

~ 
" ,o-3 ...... 
I> 
.!!: 
A. ... 

...... .. ... ,a-• 
' 

. I0-5 
100 200 300 400 

Pt (GeV) 

Figure 4. The transverse momentum distribution dufdp, for a 

W boeon from the process pp - L'* N + N - W'* NN + X at 

.,fi = 40 TeV. There is missing transverse momentum which bal

ances that of the W. The W is decayed to qq and the following cuts 

on the rapidity (y), transve~ momentum (p,) and azimuthal an

gle (4>) of the quark B,nd anti-quark made: 1111 < 5, p, > 50 GeV, 

t:..R.,j{(t:..¢)2 + (t:..y)2 ) > 0.5. The last cut is an attempt to ensure 

that the two jets from the quark and antiquark are distinct (AR 

is the separation of the partons). The dotted (dashed) line corre

sponds to mL = 100 (200) GeV; mN = 0. The solid line is the rate 

du / dp, from the process pp - Z(- vii} + 2partons + X shown as 
a function of p, of the Z. The two parton system is subject to the 

same cuts as above. In addition the invariant mass of the system 

must be in the range Mw ± 10 GeV. 

energies. This is shown in Fig. 4 where the background 
is calculated from the final state Z+2 partons. The sig
nal to background ratio is slightly worse at ..JS = 17 Te V 
and the event rate is lower. Some of the other cuts may 
be able to increase the signal to background ratio some
what, nevertheless, it is difficult to be optimistic about 
the observability of this LN mode. This conclusion is 
independent of the mass of theN. 

Turning now to the final state L + L-, it clearly will 
produce, after decay, a state of two W's and missing trans
verse momentum. If both W's decay leptonically, one will 
see events with two leptons of opposite charge and missing 
transverse momentum (carried off by N Nand the neutri
nos from theW decays). This is very similar to the state 

in which the tau was discovered at SPEAR. 13
) In this 

channel the dominant background arises from w+w
events which can also give rise to two charged leptons 
and missing transverse momentum. 

However, we show in Fig. 5 that if the event is pro
jected into the transverse plane and the distribution in an
gle(¢>) between the two leptons examined it will be found 
that there is a range over which the signal exceeds the 
background. Notice that ¢> = 0 corresponds to the back
to-hack configuration. In this plot we have included the 

llr 

/ ... 
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Figure 5. The distribution in the variable t/1 defined as the absolute 

value of the difference in the azimuthal angle of the two charged lep

tons resulting from the process pp - L + L- +X - t+ 1-NN vll +X 

at Vi= 40 TeV. N is taken to be massless. The charged leptons 

(I) which can be either e or JJ are required to satisfy p, > 50 GeV 

and lvl < 3. The dotted, dashed and dot-dashed histograms cor

respond to mL=lOO, 200 and 400 GeV. The solid histogram is the 

background arising from pp- WW +X - t+ /-vii+ X 

decay channels W --+ ev and W --+ p.v and have required 
that the charged leptons have Pt > 50 GeV and IYI < 3 
and have assumed ..jS = 40 TeV. Requiring 14>1 > 2 re
sults in approximately 3 signal events and no background 
in the case of mL = 400 GeV assuming the canonical SSC 
integrated luminosity of 1040cm-2. Several comments are 
in order. 

The cut on ¢> becomes more effective at larger values 
of mL, since the charged leptons become less tightly corre
lated than those in the background. Indeed, it is probably 
not possible to detect a heavy lepton of mass below 120 
GeV by this method. There is an additional source of 
background from the W pairs arising from the produc-_ 
tion and decay (b' --+ Wt) of a pair of fourth generation 
quarks," and also from the production of top quarks if the 
top quark is heavier than the lV. These events occur at 
a much larger rate than the production of W pairs (pro
vided mb• < 600 GeV)) but have more jets (from the t and 
t) in them; they must be rejected by requiring the absence 
of such jets. There is a possible background arising from 
the final state of zz· --+ vve+e-' where z· indicates an 
off-shell Z boson. This background, if relevant, can be 
eliminated by looking at ep. final states. 

The number of events passing the cuts is small and 
the detection Qf a heavy lepton by this method is limited 
by the available integrated luminosity rather than by the 
background. If experiments are possible at higher inte
grated luminosities or the Higgs mass is larger so that the 

• We are assuming that the charge 1/3 member (b') of the quark 
doublet is the lighter. 
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event rate is increased (see Fig. 3) then this mode is ex
ploitable. At ..jS = 17 TeV the rate is lower by a factor 
of 4 or so and the signal correspondingly more difficult to 
extract. 

The event rate is larger if one of the W's is detected 
via its hadronic decay modes. In this case the signal con
sists of an isolated lepton and some hadronic jets whose 
invariant mass reconstructs to the W mass. One back
ground arises from W pairs as before. But now there is a 
potentially much larger source- the final state W +jets 
where the jets system has invariant mass near the W mass 
and is indistinguishable from the jets from a real W decay. 

" to-4 • .. 
~ -"': -'. :::'::,.._1_ .!!. 

• to-6 ···--··~~...:.l. ... .. -~ 
...... - ., .. . ... .. ' 

to-8 
.. , 

'I .. , 
r • 

to-7 I 

0 2 3 
abo(;) (rad) 

Figure 6. The distribution in the variable t/1 defined as the absolute 

value of the difference in the azimuthal angle of the charged leptons 

and the hadronic system from the W resulting from the process 

pp- £+ L- +X - l*W'~'(- hadrons)NNv +X at Vi= 40 

TeV. N is taken to be massless. The charged lepton (I) which can 

be either e or fJ is required to satisfy p, > 20 GeV and lvl < 3. 

The W is decayed to qq and the following cuts on the rapidity (y), 

transverse momentum and azimuthal angle (ql9 ) of the quark and 

anti quark made: lvl < 5, p, >50 GeV, J{(</19 -<l>g)2 +(y9 - ~~q)2 ) > 
0.5. The dotted, dashed and dot-dashed histograms correspond to 

mL=100,200 and 400 GeV. The solid histogram is the background 

arising from pp - W +jets+ X - l*v +jets+ X. The two parton 
system is subject to the same cuts as the quark and antiquark in 

the signal, In addition the invariant mass of the system must be in 

the range Mw ± 20 GeV. 

Figure 6 shows the distribution in the angle ¢> in 
the transverse plane between the lepton and the vector 
formed by the jet system. At the parton level the back
ground consists of 2 jets which are here required to have 
an invariant mass of Mw ± 20 GeV. The background is 
severe but again a cut on ¢> can reject it. A cut requiri~g 
that I <PI > 1. 7 rejects all the background.•• For mL = 400 

•• The background from W pair events is also eliminated by this 
cut. 



GeV, 70 signal events remain at ,fS = 40 TeV for an inte
grated luminosity of 1040cm-2• The rate is about a factor 
of 4 less at ,fS = 17 TeV. Notice that it is not necessary to 
measure the missing transverse momentum in the event, 
and an additional cut on the missing transverse momen
tum is not useful. 

If there exists a new W or Z boson then the produc
tion rates for a heavy lepton will rise. As an example 
consider the case of a new W boson of mass 1 TeV (400 
GeV) with the same coupling strength to quarks and lep
tons as the standard model W (it could, for example, be 
one occurring in a left-right symmetric model). The pro

duction cross-section l) at sse is of order 0.1 nb (1.5 nb ). 
The branching ratio into LN will be approximately 

6%V1 + a2 + 1J2- 2(a + b + ab)(1-al2-b/2-(a-b)2 12)) 

where a= mlfmw and b = m~ lmw. It is clear therefore 
that the rate of LN production from new W's of mass 1 
TeVis less than that from the quark-antiquark annihila
tion process shown in Fig. 3. In the case of a 400 GeV 
new Wand an L of mass 300 GeV (N is massless), the 
rate for LN production is increased by about a factor of 
15. This increase may not be sufficient to overcome the 
large backgrounds in this channel. 

The signals are much more complicated if the N de
cays inside the detector. TheN can decay via its mixing 
with other neutrinos (separate lepton number conserva
tion for each generation is violated). The possible decays 
are N -+ 1+1-v where 1 is any other charged lepton (1+ 
and I- could be r+ and p.- for example). In this case 
detection will be much easier since the event will have ad
ditional charged leptons. The LN final state will produce 
4 leptons and a 1.11 ; a signal which will stand clearly above 
backgrounds. 

2.3. HEAVY LEPTON SUMMARY 

The discussion in this paper has been at the parton 
level only. A fully convincing demonstration of a signal 
is only possible with the use of a full Monte-carlo event 
generator and a detector simulation. Since one of the 
backgrounds involves jets and W's, such a generator needs 
to have this final state as one of its options. This final 
state is only implemented in leading-log approximation in 

current event generators.
14

) This approximation may only 
be accurate to a factor of three or so. The effectiveness of 
cuts involving leptons used to establish a signal are very 
unlikely to be compromised by a full simulation. The cuts 
on the jet system are more problematic but are not very 
stringent; the main issue is how well the reconstructed jet 
direction follows that of the partons which initiate the jet. 

In conclusion, it has been demonstrated in this work 
by I. Hinchliffe that it is possible to devise a set of cuts 

6 

whereby a 4th generation charged lepton in a doublet with 
a stable neutrino could be detected in a hadron collider. 
The detection is limited by event rate and hence the high
est energy and integrated luminosity is needed. In the . 
event that the neutrino is unstable and decays within 
the detector, there are no relevant standard model back
grounds and a signal can be seen. 

2.4. HEAVY LEPTON APPENDIX 

The cross-sections for the relevant production pro
cesses are given here. s is the total center of mass en
ergy squared of the initial partonic system. There are two 
contributions from the gluon-gluon initial state which add 
incoherently. Firstly from Fig. 2 where the intermediate 
particle is a Z. 

where f3 = .)1 - 4m1,1 s, o and Gs are the electromagnetic 
and strong coupling constants and Ow is the weak mixing 
angle. Also 

l l-z 

I = 2 :~::) ±) I dx I dy xy 2 I 
Q 

xy -mq s 
0 0 

The sum runs over all quarks of mass mq. The + (-) sign 
applies to charge 213 (-113) quarks. If the intermediate 
particle is a Higgs boson 

Here mn (fn) is the mass (width) of the Higgs boson and 

l l-z "I J 1-4xy J = 3 L..., dx dy 
1 

I 2 
Q 

- xys mq 
0 0 . 

and again the sum runs over all quark flavors. 

Secondly the quark-antiquark initial states give 

87l'o2 
u(q;'ifi-+ L+ L-) = --

9s 

[
f3B ( 2 e;s(s- m~)(L9 + Rq)(L. + ~) ) 

x 2 e; - 8sin2 Ow cos2 Ow((s- m~)2 + r~m~) 

f3s 2(L; + R;)[B(Lq + Rq)2 + 2{32(Lq- Rq)2
]] 

+ 256 sin4 Ow cos4 Ow((s- m1 )2 + r~m1) 

where B = 3- {32, e; is the charge of the quark of type i, 
Le = 2 sin2 Ow - 1, R. = 2 sin2 Ow, L 9 = 'T3 - 2e; sin2 Ow 



and Rq = -2e; sin2 Ow with TJ = 1( -1) if e; = 2/3( -1/3). 

Here U is the appropriate element of the Kobayashi
Maskawa matrix and In this equation 

3. Heavy vV' and Z' Bosons 

3.1. HEAVY BOSONS INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter we summarize the potential discovery 
limits for new heavy bosons (W'± and Z'0 ) at the SSC and 
at an upgraded Tevatron Collider. We consider the pro
duction of hea\'Y gauge bosons within classic Left-Right 

(LR) Symmetric gauge models
15

) and within the context 
of E6 superstring-inspired models. We also address the 
question of whether there is sufficient information avail
able at hadron. colliders to uniquely determine the cou
plings of Z' bosons and to distinguish between the vari
ous models. In all cases we are considering the production 
of heavy gauge bosons and their subsequent decays into 
lepton pairs. More precisely, we focus on the processes 

or into modes with muons. 

The results are clearly model dependent since the cou
plings and branching ratios are fixed only in the con
text of various assumptions. The work reported in the 
next subsection on the classic Left-Right models was done 
by Grifols, Mendez and Barnett, while the E6 inspired 
work (which also includes Left-Right models) was done 
by Hewett and Rizzo. It is important to note that the 
two groups used different benchmarks for discovery lim
its. The first group required 5 events (per year for design 
luminosity) in the e+e- mode while the second group re
quired 5 events in either the e+e- or JL+ JL- mode (i.e.
the first group required twice as many events as the sec
ond). For SSC the yearly integrated luminosity as taken 
to be 104 pb-1 whereas it was 100, 1000 and 30 pb- 1 for 
Tevatron upgrades A, Band C (see Chapter I). 
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3.2. HEAVY BosONS FROM LEFT-RIGHT MoDELS 

To be specific we chose a particular model
15

) in which 
the vertex Z'ff is given by: g"'{11 (GLPL + GRPR) where 
PL = (1- "'ts)/2, PR = (1 + "'ts)/2 and where 

GL(Z'uu) = -Csin2 0w/6 

GR(Z'uu) = -C(7sin2 Ow- 3)/6 

GL(Z'dd) = -Csin2 Ow/6 

GR(Z'dd)= C(5sin2 0w-3)/6 

GL(Z1ee) = Csin2 0w/2 

GR(Z'ee) = C(3sin2 8w -1)/2 

GL(Z'vv)= Csin2 0w/2 

GR(Z'vv) = -C(sin2 0w -1)/2 

where C = lf(cos0w(cos20w)}). In this model assum
ing three light generations including the right-handed neu
trino VR, the width of the new boson is fz• = oC2 Mz·(l-
4 sin2 Ow+¥ sin4 Ow)/ sin2 Ow (using g2 = 47ro/ sin2 Ow). 

To evaluate the branching ratios of the Z' we note 
that the possible decay channels are et e;, v;v;, u;u;, d;d;, 
w+w- and ZH, where i = 1, 2, 3 is a generation index 
and H is the light "standard" Higgs boson of the LR mod
els. In the usual LR model with a scalar sector consisting 
of one bidoublet and two triplets, the last two channels 

are always allowed and it can be shown 
16

)that the mix
ing ZL - ZR (which is fixed by the masses and is very 
small) leads to BR(Z' --+ WW) ::::::: BR(Z' --+ e + e - ). 
On the contrary, the mixing between WL and 1-VR can 
vary from zero to some upper bound depending on the 
relative values of the bidoublet vev's K and K:

1
• In fact 

the zero value for the mixing (corresponding to K:
1 = 0) 

is required phenomenologicall/
7

) For the W' the 'possi
ble decay channels then are e;v Ri and d;u; (i.e.- we do 
not consider the channels. W Z and W H since they would 
only be allowed if the WL- WR mixi';lg were not zero). 

The total width is obtained by summing over the par

tial widths of all these channels?
6

) The branching ratios 
of interest are then 

The exclusion of the WW and ZH channels would in
crease BR(Z'--+ e+e-) from 1.8 to 1.9%. If VR is very 
heavy, then .the branching ratio would be increased to 
2.3%. 

The production rates are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for 
different upgrade options of the Tevatron. For reference, 
the corresponding rates for the SSC are shown in Fig. 
9. The rapidity cuts are introduced in the initial quark
antiquark system. Figure 10 shows the sensitivity of the 
cross sections to the rapidity cut for the sse case. 
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Figure 7. The production rates for Z'0 from the model of Ref. 15 

at the Tevatron eollider. 
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Figure 8. The production rates for w•+ from the model of Ref. 

15at the Tevatron Collider. Note that all rates are the same for w•
for pp colliders, but that the rates for w•- are a factor of about two 

lower at pp machines. 

3.3. HEAVY BOSONS FROM £6 INSPIRED MODELS 

Interest in the possibility of observing new neutral 
gauge bosons at hadron colliders has been renewed due to 

the advent of E6 superstring-inspired models!8
) In our 

work below we will concentrate our discussion on two 
classes of models originating from £5: 

(A) 

(B) 

SU{3)c x SU{2h x U(1)y x U{1)9 

SU{3)c x SU{2h x SU(2)R x U(1) 
{1) 

Models of type (A) are the so-called 'effective rank-5' 
models (ER5M) which contain a free parameter (0) de
scribing the amount of mixing between the Z.p and Zx 
states {from the decomposition E6-+ S0(10) X U{1),p-+ 

. SU{5) x U{1)x x U(1),p) within the Z'. If the mixing be
tween the Z' and standard model (SM) Z is ignored, then 

8 
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Figure 9. The production rates for Z'0 and W':!: from the model 

of Ref. 15 at the sse. 
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Figure 10. The dependence on the rapidity cut of the production 

rates for Z'0 from the model of Ref. 15 at the sse. 

Z' is a mass eigenstate; this is an excellent approximation 
in general when the Z' mass is ~ 0.4 TeV or so, which 
is the case of interest to us here. Models of type {B) 

are represented by the usual left-right model 19
) (LRM) as 

well as the alternative left-right model
20

) (ALRM). The 
LRM and ALRM are quite distinct in that their asso
ciated Z' bosons have very different couplings and that 
the right-handed charged gauge boson (W R) can be light 
(~ 210 GeV) in the ALRM whereas it is expected to be 
heavy (~ 2 TeV) in the LRM. WR in the ALRM also 
carries lepton number and negative R-parity so that it 
cannot be produced by a Drell-Yan-like process at hadron 
colliders. 

In what follows we will address the following ques
tions: (i) what are the search limits for Z' bosons in the 
various models at hadron colliders and can we distinguish 
between these models? {ii) Given the unusual nature of 
the WR in the ALRM, what search limits can we find 
for its production? All relevant formulae can· be found 



elsewhere.
18

) In setting detailed search limits on the Z' 
we will assume a minimum of N = 5 events in the f.+f.
channel (where l can be either e or I')· We will later com
ment on how our results change when a discovery limit 
of 10 events in this channel is assumed. These search 
limits will be quite model dependent since the rate for 
~p) -+ Z'0 -+ f.+f.- depends on the quark couplings to 
the Z' as well as its leptonic branching fraction (B) and 
these Z' ff cou"plings are dependent on the parameter 8 
in the ER5M. Even within a given model, this number 
may vary depending on, e.g., whether exotic fermions in 
the E6 27-representation can contribute (n 11 = 3) or not 
(n9 = 0) to the Z' total width. 

0.60 n9•0 

-90 -45 0 
8(de9i 

45 9C 

Figure 11. Z' mass limits for the ER5M as a function of() for the 

Tevatron uprades assuming ng = 0 and N = 5 events. 

Figure 11 and 12 show the search limits for the Z' in 
the ER5M as a function of 0, assuming N = 5 and n9 = 
0, at the Tevatron upgrades and the SSC, respectively. 
Only the range -90° S: 0 S: 90° is shown since mapping 
0 -+ 0 + 180° leaves the search limits invariant because it 
merely flips the sign of all Z' couplings. Thus, without 
Z-Z' mixing, this ambiguity in 0 will always remain. The 

. corresponding limits for the Z' in the LRM and the ALRM 
can be found in Table 1. The figures and the table show 
the trade-off between machine energy and luminosity as 
well as pp vs. pp at the Tevatron. Note that much stronger 
limits are obtained for both the LRM and ALRM since 
the overall strength of the couplings is greater in these 
two cases than in the ER5M. 

How do our Z' search limits change if we give up the 
assumption of ng = 0 and/or the assumption that N = 5 

9 

-90 

sse 
--IO"pb-1 
---IO'pb-1 

n9•0 

90 

Figure 12. Same as Fig. 1 but for the SSC with 104 pb- 1 or 

105 pb- 1 integrated luminosity. For 104 (105 ) pb- 1 the left- (right-) 

hand scale should be used. 

events in the f.+f.- lepton channel? Table 2 shows the 
limits (or range of limits in the ER5M) for several other 
values of (n9 , N) for each of the models under consider
ation. Note that these limits are significantly weaker for 
every model in comparison to the n9 = 0, N = 5 case al
ready discussed. When combined with the n9 = 0, N = 5 
case previously discussed, the results in the table generally 
show the variation one can expect in Z' limits at various 
hadron colliders within the E6 model context. 

Once produced, are these Z' bosons identifiable, i.e., 
can we distinguish a Z' originating in the LRM or ALRM 
from one coming from the ER5M? Can we determine 
the angle 8 uniquely? Certainly, in order to make a de
tailed study of the Z' boson's properties one needs several 
hundred to a thousand events and, hence, the Z' must 
be far lighter than the search limits discussed above. If 
n9 = 0, the only Z' properties useful in determining the 
couplings are the leptonic branching fraction (Bt), the 

forward-backward asymmetry for leptons, A}8 ?1) and, to 
a lesser extent, the total Z' width, fo. A measurement of 
fo cannot be done very accurately at hadron colliders due 
to the large energy resolution inherent in such machines. 
Hadronic Z' decay modes will be invisible due to the large 
QCD background and will hence be useless in determining 
the model. 

Table 1 and Fig. 13 show the values of A}8 for the 
various models under consideration for particular values 
of the Z' mass. Note that in the scaling limit A}8 is 
Mz' and .../S independent so that A}8 is not expected to 



Table 1 

Z' search limits and A~B values in the LRM and ALRM 

for the various hadron colliders. In calculating A~B we 

take Mz·(= M2) to be 0.450 TeV (3 TeV) for the Tevatron 

(SSe). N = 5 events and n9 = 0 are assumed. Z' masses 

are in units of TeV. 

Machine .c Z'limit 

LRM ALRM LRM ALRM 

pp Js = 2 TeV 103 pb-1 0.70 0.76 0.123 -0.230 

pp Js = 2 TeV 102 pb-1 0.75 0.87 0.205 -0.351 

pp Js = 3 TeV 30 pb-1 0.81 0.97 0.199 -0.344 

sse 104 pb-1 8.30 9.40 0.103 -0.205 

SSe' 105 pb-1 11.35 12.55 0.103 -0.205 

Table 2 

Z' search limits in the ER5M, LRM, and ALRM for n9 = 
3 with N = 5, 10 events and for n9 = 0 with N = 10 

events in the f.+£- channel (f. = e, 11) for various hadron 

colliders. The Z' masses are in units of TeV. 

Machine Model N=5 N= 10 N = 10 
n9 = 3 n9 = 0 ng = 3. 

pp (2 TeV) ER5M 0.52-0.64 0.58-0.66 0.45-0.57 

pp (2 TeV) LRM 0.69 0.68 0.61 

pp (2 TeV) ALRM 0.76 0.80 0.69 

pp (3 TeV) ER5M 0.48-0.66 0.60-0.68 0.40-0.57 

pp (3 TeV) LRM 0.71 0.71 0.62 

pp (3 TeV) ALRM 0.81 0.86 0.70 

pp (2 TeV) ER5M 0.53-0.63 0.59-0.63 0.48-0.58 

pp (2 TeV) LRM 0.65 0.65 0.60 

pp (2 TeV) ALRM 0.69 0.71 0.64 

sse ER5M 5.35-7.20 6.35-7.20 5.05-6.35 

sse LRM 7.50 7.40 6.65 

SSe ALRM 8.05 8.45 7.15 

SSe' ER5M 8.15-10.05 9.30-9.50 7.25-9.20 

SSe' 

SSe' 

LRM 

ALRM 

10.45 

11.15 

10.40 

11.60 

9.50 

10.20 

be very sensitive to changes in beam energy or the actual 
value of Mz•. It is clear that a Bt. measure!"lent, h()wever 
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Figure 13. Aj,.8 as a function of 0 in the ER5M for the SSC and 

Tevatron upgrades with Mz = 3 TeV and 450 GeV, respectively. 

precise, cannot be used to discriminate between models 
without an accurate knowledge of fo. The value of A~B 
can be used to separate the ALRM and LRM but not 
the ALRM from the ER5M. The reason for this is that 
there always exists a value of (} in the ER5M for which 
A~B(ER5M) = A~B(ALRM) as can be easily seen from 
Fig. 13 and Table 1. Thus the sign of A~B will separate 
the LRM from the other two models under consideration 
but will not distinguish the ALRM and the ER5M. 

This situation improves somewhat for n9 = 3 since 
there are now additional, unstable, color singlet final states 
(exotics) accessible in Z' decay for which the QeD back
grounds are quite small. Although the Z' width in this 
case, f3, would still be only poorly determined, the rela
tive branching fractions between these exotic modes and 
f.+£- are rl independent and could be used to identify 
the model, at least in principle. If the exotic fermion 
masses could be determined (by reconstruction) and vari
ous exotics separated by their decay final states, then the 
LRM, ALRM, and ER5M could be easily distinguished 
and, when combined with A~B data, can be used to de
termine (} almost uniquely. The problems with this ap
proach are that the decay modes of these exotics are very 
dependent on their quantum numbers (baryon and lepton 
numbers as well as R-parity) assignments, of which there 
are several possibilities, and that many of the exotics have 
similar decay patterns. In addition, for many assignments 
of these quantum numbers, there will be missing energy 
in the decay final state of these exotics making acrnr11te 
reconstruction of their masses somewhat difficult. "I ill, 
this procedure may hold some promise in determiniJJt, the 



couplings of the new Z' boson. 

We now turn to WR search limits in the ALRM. Due 
to the usual properties of the W R discussed above it can
not be produced in the usual manner (i.e., by quark
antiquark annihilation). The best mechanism for W R pro-

duction has been found to be
20

) gluon+<u>-+ W%(W_R)+ 

<Fi> where his an exotic fermion with leptoquark quantum 
"' numbers and negative R-parity contained in the E6 27 

representation. Since W R and h get their masses from 
the same vev one might expect them to have masses of 
comparable magnitude. In setting our limits, we have as
sumed the production of 10 Wjii> events and the details 
of the production signal have been discussed by Gunion 
et al. in Ref. 20. Table 3 shows a summary of these 
results. Note that our limits are roughly dependent on 
the sum of the WR mass (MR) and the exotic h fermion 
mass (mh)· Note also that the sum of the W%h and W_Rh 
cross sections is the same at pp and pp machines so that 
..JS and machine luminosity are the only relevant factors 
(and not the parton luminosities) in determining these 
search limits. Also, if MR ::= mh then WR production 
may be unobservable at the pp Tevatron upgrades since 
MR ~ 210 GeV from already existing data (see Barger et 
al. in Ref. 20). To really explore a reasonable WR search 
range it is clear that the sse is required. 

Table 3 

Search limits for WJi'(h) production in the ALRM at var

ious hadron colliders. 

Machine £ MR + mh Search limit 

pp ..JS = 2 TeV 102 pb-1 0.375-0.400 TeV 

pp ..JS = 3 TeV 30 pb-1 0.405-0.440 TeV 

pp ..JS = 2 TeV 103 pb-1 0.500-0.525 TeV 

sse 104 pb-1 4.8-5.6 TeV 

SSC' 105 pb-1 6.2-7.4 TeV 

It is quite clear that hadron colliders offer a unique 
opportunity to explore a large mass range in the search for 
the new gauge bosons expected in E6 superstring-inspired 
models. 
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4. Searches for Supersymmetric Particles 

4.1. SUPERSYMMETRIC PARTICLES INTRODUCTION 

Supersymmetry is an attractive possible extension of 
the Standard Model both because of its mathematical el
egance and because it provides a natural mechanism for 
keeping Higgs bosons light even in the presence of a su
perheavy mass scale such as a grand unification scale or 
the Planck scale. It has therefore been extensively studied 
both for existing and for future colliders. The best experi
mental limits on the masses of gluinos (9) and squarks (q) 

come from the UA1 Collaboration 
22

) at the SppS and the 

CDF Collaboration 23
) at the Tevatron. Based on studies 

of events with jets and substantial missing transverse en
ergy (Epis• ), they find the following limits (independent 
of the other mass) 

M-y> 53GeV, 

M-y> 73GeV, 

Mq-> 45GeV 

Mq->74GeV 

(UA1) 

(CDF) (4.1) 

The work reported here was done in the context of 

the minimal supersymmetric model~4 ) To give masses to 
up and down quarks in this model, it is necessary to in
troduce two Higgs doublets, resulting in three neutral and 
one charged pair of Higgs bosons after symmetry break
ing. The supersymmetric partners of the Higgs bosons 
mix with the ::Y and Z to make four Majorana states X?, 
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, which are known collectively as neutrali
nos and are numbered in order of increasing mass. Sim
ilarly the supersymmetric partner of the charged Higgs 
boson mixes with the w to make two chargino states xt' 
i = 1, 2. We shall assume that R parity is conserved so 
that all supersymmetric particles are produced in pairs; 
each supersymmetric particle then decays into lighter su
persymmetric particles, and the cascade continues until 
the LSP (.¥l) is produced which is absolutely stable. This 
particle escapes from any collider detector. 

In the minimal model all of the masses and mixings 
of the charginos and neutralinos are determined in terms 
of four parameters. One of these can be eliminated by 
assuming that the gaugino masses are degenerate at the 
grand unification or Planck scale. The remaining three 
parameters can be taken to be the gluino mass M-y, a 
supersymmetric Higgs mass Jl., and a ratio tan f3 = v2/v1 

of Higgs vacuum expectation values (where v2 (vi) is the 
vacuum expectation value of the Higgs that gives mass to 
the up (down) quarks. If supersymmetry is related to the 
electroweak scale, we expect both M-g and Jl. to be less 
than about 1 TeV; tan f3 should be of order one. Once 
the chargino and neutralino mixing angles (and one Higgs 
mass) are known, the couplings of the mass eigenstates Xi 
are determined, and all branching ratios can be calc~lated. 



The experimental analyses and most previous Monte 

Carlo studies 25) have concentrated on the simplest possi
ble decay modes, namely g-+ xYqq if the gluino is lighter 
than the squark, or q-+ xYq if the squark is lighter than 
the gluino. They have, furthermore, always assumed that 
the branching ratios for these direct decays to the LSP are 
100%. Since xY escapes from the detector, the signature 
for these modes is large missing transverse energy (E'!Jiss ) 
plus multiple jets. For masses up to 60 - 70 GeV, these 
simple modes are dominant for most but not all values 
of the parameters, so that the current limits (above) are 
likely to be valid. 

However, this assumption begins to break down 26•27) 
for squark and gluino masses M-g;q- ;(! 100 GeV. For exam-

ple?7) for M'jj = 180 GeV (which would be accessible to 
an upgraded Tevatron), the branching ratio for the gluino 
to decay directly to the LSP can be no larger than 0.4 
(and may be much smaller depending on the choice of su-

. persymmetric parameters). The suppression is even more . 
dramatic for heavier gluinos (M-g ;(! 500 GeV), where the 
branching ratio is no greater than 0.14. 
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Figure 14. The branching ratio for the direct decay g -+ qqLSP 

as a function of the mass of the gluino and the parameter p. 

(See Fig. 14 for the dependence of the branching ratio 
on various parameters.) This reduction occurs for heavier 
squarks and gluinos because decays into heavier neutrali
nos and charginos become possible, and any one mode 
has a fraction of the total. Even if the details are not 
correct, this minimal model presumably provides a rep
resentative example of supersymmetric models. In more 
complicated (non-minimal) models such small BR's would 
also be expected. The heavier neutralinos and chargino 
states themselves decay, eventually ending up with the 
LSP. 

In general, the decay chains can be rather compli
cated. In particular, the LSP which eventually gets emit
ted is much softer and therefore the missing energy sig~al 
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is degraded. However, the cascade decays can also intro
duce many interesting new signatures. In particular, it is 
rather easy to produce leptons in the 'chain, either via a 
three body decay of a chargino or neutralino, mediated by 
the W or Z, or by a direct two-body decay in which the 
W and Z are produced on-shell and subsequently decay 
leptonically. We show a particular example of the princi
pal gluino branching ratios at the end of this introductory 
section. 

Thus, it remains an open question whether gluinos 
can be easily isolated if produced at a future hadron col
lider. Similar considerations apply to squark production 
and decay. However the branching ratio suppressions for 
direct LSP production in squark decay are not as severe, 
so the "classic" missing energy signature is probably vi
able. Incidentally, we should emphasize that it is not nec
essary for both gluinos or both squarks to decay directly to 
the LSP in order to obtain large E'!Jiss . In this paper, we 
concentrate on the more problematic (and more copiously 
produced) gluinos. Given this, it follows that we should 
focus on the case for which the squarks are heavier than 
the gluino (in the opposite case gluinos would have a two
body decay into squarks and it would be more efficient 
to study the direct squark production). To be definite we 
often chose M9 = 2M-g although the precise values of the 
squark masses have little effect on these results. 

The couplings of gluinos to gluons and quarks are 
completely specified by supersymmetry, and hence the 
gg production cross section is calculable given the gluino 
mass (with weaker dependence on squark mass). For 
M-g = 750 GeV at Vs = 40 TeV the total pp -+ ggX 
cross section is 

qgg ~ 70pb (4.2) 

All the decay modes are similarly calculable. For the 
750 GeV case the principal gluino branching ratios are 
(for mn+ = 500 GeV, p = 150 GeV and tan f3 = 1.5) 

g-+ xtqq' 29% 

g-+ ~qq' 29% 
- -()_I 9-+ XIqq 12% 

g-+ ~qq' 17% 

g-+ ~qq' 13% (4.3) 

The chargino branching ratios are 

xt-+ t;-qq' 67% 
-+ -of XI -+XI v 33% (4.4) 

and 

xt-+ xtzo 41% 

x+-+ x+HO 2 I 2 5% 

xt-+ t;w+ 11% 



'\ .. ~ 

-+ -ow+ X2 -+ X2 · 

xt-+ ~w+ 

31% 

12% (4.5) 

where H~ is the lightest Higgs scalar. The neutralino 
branching ratios are 

~--+ tiH~ 100% (4.6) 

and 

xg-+ tiZ0 19% 

~-+ tiH~ 60% 

xg--+ Xfqq' 14% 

~--+ xrtv 7% (4.7) 

and 

~--+ tiH~ 0.3% 

~--+ ~H~ 6% 

~--+ ~zo 8% 

~--+ x±w"' l 85% (4.8) 

The work reported in this section was done by many 
members of the group. This summary is an amalgam from 
three written contributions submitted by various combi
nations of H. Baer, R.M. Barnett, J. Freeman, J.F. Gu
nion, H.E. Haber, R.J. Hollebeek, F.E. Paige, R. Raja, X. 
Tata, A.P. White, and J. Woodside. 

4.2. THE MISSING-ENERGY SIGNATURE FOR GLUINOS 

USING A PARTONIC MONTE CARLO WITH THE FULL 

CASCADE DECAYS 

In this section (work by Baer, Tat a and Woodside) we 

compute the missing transverse energy signal
28

) expected 
from the process pp (or pp) -+ ggX -+ qqx; + qqxi +X 
where the x collectively denotes the two charginos (X't,2 ) 

and the four neutralinos ()!f 2 3 4 ) of the minimal model. 
These charginos and neutral'i~~s then decay via the two 
body modes Xi -+ Xi + (V or H) (here v = w± or z, 
and H is any Higgs scalar) if these are kinematically ac
cessible; otherwise, they decay into a fermion pair (quark 
or lepton) and a lighter X· The secondary x again decays 
as described above unless it is )!f, which we take to be 
the lightest supersymmetric particle, LSP. Thus the final 
state from gg production consists of n quarks + m lep
tons (n ~ 4, m ~ 0) + Eriss (coming from the two Xf's 
and any neutrinos). The relevant branching fractions are 
computed as specified in Ref. 29, see the example shown 
above. 

Shown in Fig. 15 is the number of gluino pairs ex
pected annually at (A) a 2 TeV pp collider with J Ldt = 
lOOpb-1 , (B) a 2 TeV pp collider with f Ldt = lOOOpb-1 , 

and (C) a 3 TeV pp collider with J Ldt = 30pb-1 which 
are representative of the various options for the upgrading 
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Figure 15. Expected rate of production of gg events versus M; for 

the three different Tevatron upgrade options discussed in the text. 

We take M- = 2 M-. 
f ' 

to p~ase II of the Tevatron in the next decade. Here we 
have taken M-q =2M-g. We see from Fig. 15 that option 
B gives the greatest number of gluino pairs unless M-g > 
300 GeV. 

In our computation of the various event topologies, we 
have incorporated the complete decay cascade of the g, Xf 
and X? as given by the minimal supergravity model. Al
though the gluino production cross-sections do not depend 
on the parameters tan f3 (the ratio of Higgs field vev's) and 
p, that enter the chargino and neutralino mass matrices, 
the cross-section into each event topology, in principle, 
does depend on these parameters via the branching frac
tions. Except for small values of p, the cross sections for 
multijet + 0, 1 or 2 leptons are relatively insensitive to · 
these parameters. 

Small positive values of p are already disallowed as 
discussed in Ref. 30. For definiteness, we have taken 
p = -150GeV, tan f3 = 1.5 and M-q = 2M-gas "typical 
values" in our calculation. In terms of these parameters 
(and M-g) all the cross-sections can be calculated. 

Our calculations have been performed at the parton 
level. We have coalesced two partons within 

into a single jet and have required I l]jet I < 2.5 and 
Er(jet) > 15 GeV. We require (for zero-lepton topolo
gies) a trigger E!piss > 50 GeV. 

The results of our calculation for n jet + Eriss events 
at a 2 TeV pp collider (option A) are shown in Fig. 16. 
Dominant standard model backgrounds are listed in Table 
4. For brevity, we have not shown the corresponding cross
sections for options B and C discussed above. These can 
be approximated by scaling the cross-sections in Fig. 16 
by a ratio of the production rates that can be obtained 
from Fig. 15. We have computed the following Standard 
Model backgrounds to the signals: 
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Figure 16. Croes-section for producing n-jet + EJF;.. events from. 

gluino pairs versus M; at a 2 TeV pp Collider. We take M; = 2M;, 
and require EYpiu >50 GeV. Along with the total rate, we show (a) 

n = 1-3 and (b) n = 4-7 jet topologies. 

(a) Z + "jets". 

(b) .W-+ T + "jets". 

(c) tt production. 

Table 4 

Background rates from standard model processes for 'the 

signals shown in Figure 16. All numbers are in picobarns. 

n JETS + Eriss (Eriss > 50 GeV) 

#Jets z W-+T t(60) t(120) Tot.(60)Tot.(120) 

1 23 7 9 . 3 39 30 

2 11 20 13 .9 44 32 

3 3 4 10 1.4 17 8 

4 .5 .8 3 1 4 2 

5 .02 .06 .2 .2 .3 .3 

For the background computation, we used a shower 
Monte-Carlo described in Ref. 31 for W and Z processes 
and the same experimental criteria as for the signal. We 
also computed the background from tt production for mt 

= 60 and 120 GeV. 

The following comments are in order: For M-g ~ 120 
GeV, dijets and trijets dominate the signal, while four 
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and five jet events dominate for M-g > 120 GeV. The dijet 
(trijet) rate exceeds background for M-g < 90 (115) GeV, 
whereas four (five) jet events exceed background for M-g 
< 150 (200) GeV. The large rate for Eriss events with 
five or more jets is a direct consequence of allowing for 
the complete gluino cascade. Running under option B, 
we would expect about 600 five jet events/year for M-g = 
200 GeV. We expect that by tuning the cuts to optimize 
signal/background, option B should easily probe M-g = 
200 - 250 GeV. 

To summarize, from the theorists perspective option 
B (a Tevatron upgrade to a pp collider operating at y'S 
= 2 TeV and J L dt = 1000 pb-1) gives the highest event 
rate for gluinos if M-g < 300 GeV. Backgrounds should be 
more manageable because of lower W and Z production 
rates relative to a pp collider. 

4.3. THE MISSING-ENERGY SIGNATURE FROM THE 

PRODUCTION OF 'f9 

Here, we focus (following Baer, Tata and Woodside) 
on the process pp -+ 9¥/, where 9 -+ qqXC/, or qqXf=. 
Production would be signalled by jets in one hemisphere 
recoiling against a very large Eriss . As we will see, 
the E!fir.s backgrounds from strong interaction processes 
within the SM can be eliminated by simple kinematic cuts. 
This process may, therefore, provide an interesting way to 
search for relatively light gluinos at the sse, and, in par
ticular, provide a partial answer to the question, "Is there 
a window of gluino masses that cannot be explored either 
at an upgraded Tevatron or the SSC?" 

9¥/ production at the sse p~oceeds via q7j annihila
tion mediated by 'ih and liR exchanges in the t- and uc 
channels. The production rate, therefore, depends sensi
tively on M-q. It also depends on the parameters Jl and 

tan f3 that enter the qqxY couplings via the neutralino 
mass matrix. We have checked, however, that O'm de
pends only weakly on Jl and tan f3 except for a small re
gion of parameter space where ¥/ is almost a higgsino . 
For definiteness, we have taken Jl = 400 GeV, tan f3 = 1.5 
and M-q = 2 M-g in our analysis. Except for the "higgsino 
region" discussed above, O'm = (6.5 ± 1.0) pb for M-g = 
220 GeV and um= (2 ±0.3pb) for M-g = 300 GeV. These 
rates are considerably larger (by a factor of 3-4 for M-q = 
M-g) for lighter squarks. If we assume M-q ~ 2 M-g, "'few 
X 104 9¥/ events are expected annually at the sse for M-g 
= 200 - 300 GeV, the maximum reach of an upgraded 
Tevatron. 

The Erir.s spectrum from 9¥/ production is shown in 
Fig. 17 for M-g = 220 Ge V. Also shown is the E!fiss spec
trum from gg events and from "Z-+ vi7 + jet(s)" events. 
In our computation of the supersymmetric processes we 
have used a parton level Monte Carlo program that incor
porates the complete cascade decay of the gluinos and the 

'-..! 
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Figure 17. E't .. spectrum from gg, g¥{, and Z + jets (where 

z-+ vv) produced in pp collisions at .j8 = 40 TeV. We have taken 

M- = 220 GeV, tanP = 1.5 and p = 400 GeV. g 

subsequent X? and if. The "Z +jet" cross-section has 
been computed using the shower Monte Carlo program 
of Ref. 32. We see that gx-'f production is completely 
swamped by the other processes for the whole range of 
E!fiss . In order to isolate the gx-'f signal, we have further 
required that there be no hadronic activity with ET > 
30 GeV outside a 90° cone (in the transverse plane) back 
to back with the E!fiss vector .. We find that this isola
tion requirement on the E!fiss vector completely cuts out 
all 99 events if we also require E!fiss > 400 GeV. We ex
pect that this requirement cuts out the E!piss background 
from heavy flavour production with even a greater effi
ciency. The dominant SM background, therefore, comes 
from Z -+ vi7 + jets. 

p,>400 GeV 
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Figure 18. Invariant mass of all hadrons in the transverse hemi

sphere opposite the EJFiea vector. We require EJFiea > 400 GeV and 

isolation. The histogram· is the contribution from Z + jets where 

Z -+ vii. The solid line is from g¥{ with M; = 220 GeV while the 

dashed line is forM;= 300 GeV. 

The distribution of the invariant mass, m, of the had
ronic system for those events with Episs > 400 GeV and 
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which satisfy the E!piss isolation requirement is shown in 
Fig. 18 for M; = 220 and 300 GeV. p, tan,B and M-g 
are fixed as stated earlier. Also shown is the background 
distribution from the shower calculation of zo + jets, for 
which we ran 106 events, corresponding to 34 CPU hours 
on a VAX 8700. 

About 4000 (2300) gx-'f events pass our cuts for M; 
= 220 GeV(300 GeV) assuming an integrated luminosity 
of 104pb-1• The bulk of the background has m ?. 300 
GeV so that requiring m ~ 300 significantly enhances the 
signal to background for the case of the relatively light 
gluinos. We see from Fig. 18 that signal to background 
"' unity may be possible, but this should be taken with a 
grain of salt as there is a considerable uncertainty in our 
estimate of the background (coming from the fact we are 
sampling a small tail of the background distribution). We 
have checked that increasing the E!fiss cut to 600 GeV 
does not significantly improve the situation. 

The conclusions of our analysis are rather pessimistic. 
The observation of a g via gXf_ productio~ at the SSC is, 
at best, marginal. If the scalar partners of the fermions 
are all heavy (---1 TeV) with only the gluinos light, gXf 
production is completely obscured by the Z 0 + jet back
ground. Only in the rather fortuitous case where M-q ~ 
M- can we conclude that the signal is substantially larger 
th~n the background. Of course, in this case, one 'would 
obtain an additional contribution to the signal from q)j 
production. 

4.4. THE MISSING-ENERGY SIGNATURE FOR GLUINOS 

USING THE ISAJET MONTE CARLO WITH THE FULL 

CASCADE DECAYS 

In this section we report a preliminary study of the 
· E!fiss signatur:e and backgrounds for studying supersym
metry for higher masses at SSC energies (done by Bar
nett, Freeman, Gunion, Haber, Hollebeek, Paige, Raja 
and White). In our analysis we have considered only 
gluino pair production and decay. The main conclusion 
of our preliminary analysis is that, even with the more 
complicated decays predicted by the minimal supersym
metric model,· the E!piss signature remains observable. 
We will refine this result and study additional signatures 
in a future publication. 

To simulate the signatures it is necessary to choose 
specific parameters. The values of p and tan ,8 are not 
very crucial because the branching ratio· of the gluino to 
the LSP depends only weakly on them, although other 
branching ratios vary somewhat more. We have chosen 
three gluino masses and three sets of values for the other 
parameters in the minimal supersymmetric model: 

i) M = 150GeV, p = -150GeV, tan,B = 1.5; 

ii) M = .220 GeV, p = +400 GeV, tan ,8 = 1.5; 



iii) M = 750GeV, p. = +150GeV, tan~= 1.5.(4.9) 

The first mass may be observable at the present Tevatron; 
the second might be observed either at an upgraded Teva
tron or at the SSC; the third is typical of the SSC mass 
range. In this section we will discuss only the 750 GeV 
case in detail. As discussed earlier, we have chosen (for 
definiteness) Mq- = 2M-g although the precise values of the 
squark masses have little effect on these results. The rel
evant branching ratios appear above in Eqs. (4.3)-(4.8). 

As discussed in the introduction to this chapter, long 
chains of cascade decays are possible, giving rise to rel
atively small E!piss from the final Xf. But these decays 
also can produce w±'s, Z0 's, jets, and leptons, leading to 
many possible signatures. Here we focus on the missing
energy signature using the ISAJET Monte Carlo program 
to generate gg events including all the above decay modes. 
In addition to missing energy we use several additional 
cuts designed to reflect the fact that the gluinos are pro
duced with PTCiJ "' M-g and y(g) = 0(1), so that the 
decay products typically have large opening angles in the 
laboratory frame. We should emphasize that it is not 
necessary for both gluinos to decay directly to the LSP in 
order to obtain large Efiss . 

The Standard Model background to events involving 
jets, leptons, and E!piss comes from the QCD production 
and semileptonic decay of heavy quarks Q = c, b, and 
t and from the production of w± and Z0 at large PT· 
We have also used ISAJET to simulate all of these back
grounds. The largest background for gluinos as for most 
other processes is the production of heavy quark pairs at 
high transverse momentum from higher-order processes 
like 

( 4.10) 

Such higher-order processes can not be directly included 
in ISAJET without severe double counting, since they are 
already produced by the QCD evolution, which approx
imates all higher-order QCD cross sections by a classi
cal Markov branching process. To generate Eq. (4.10), 
therefore, it is necessary first to generate a primary hard 
scattering gg -+ gg and then to select events with the 
branching g -+ QQ. Since the gg -+ gg cross section is 
100 times larger than the gg -+ QQ one, ihis is rather 
slow. 

To speed up the generation of the QCD background, 
we have used a trick developed by M. Della Negra of 
the UA1 Collaboration. Each primary hard scattering is 
evolved 10 times, and events not containing heavy quarks 
are immediately discarded. The rest are each hadronized 
10 times, and only events containing the desired leptons 
or E!piss from neutrinos are saved. Finally the surviv
"ing events were weighted appropriately. We have gener
ated 22,500 accepted QCD background events with PT > 
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250 GeV (equivalent to 2.25 X 106 events), 15,000 w± and 
15,000 Z 0 events with PT > 250GeV, and 2000 signal 
events. 

The most characteristic signature of supersymmetry 
is missing transverse energy in association with multiple 
jets. We have concentrated on this signature, leaving to 
future work the study of signatures involving w± -+ t±v 
and Z 0 -+ t+ t- produced in the gluino cascade decay. 
To analyse the simulated events, we have used a highly 
idealized calorimeter with uni.form segmentation t!.y = 
tit/>= 0.05 for IYI < 6 and Gaussian energy resolutions 

(!!.E) = 0.15' 
E e.m. .../E 

(4.11) 

In future work we will replace this with the more realis
tic QFL simulation developed for the CDF Collaboration. 
Then we found all jets with PT > 50 GeV using a sim
plified version of the UA1 jet algorithm with a clustering 
radius t!.R = 0.7. · 

To select the M = 750 Ge V gluino signal from the 
QCD and electroweak backgrounds we impose the follow
ing set of cuts: 

• The highest jet has PT > 300 Ge V; 

• The missing transverse energy is E!piss > 200 Ge V; 

• The sphericity S calculated in the transverse plane 
isS> 0.2; 
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Figure 19. Cross section dufdp'f"1 vs. p'f"1 after the cuts given in 

Sec. 4.4. Here P'T"' is the missing PT out of the plane defined by the 

· beam and the highest PT jet. o symbol: gg signal. x symbol: QCD 

background. o symbol: W* and Z 0 background. Curves are drawn 

to guide the eye. 

• The number of jets with PT > 50 GeV is njet ?: 4. 

After these cuts we plot the missing transverse momen
tum p~ut out of the plane defined by the beam and the 
highest PT jet. The resulting distribution is shown in 

..._/ 



Fig. 19. Making a further cut at Prut > 300 GeV gives 
the following cross sections: 

O"signal = 2.4 pb 

UQCD = 0.62pb 

uw±, z• = 0.25pb ( 4.12). 

The signal has been substantially reduced from Eq. ( 4.2), 
but it still represents 24,000 events for the nominal inte
grated luminosity of 104 pb-1• The signal-to-background 
ratio seems quite adequate provided that realistic detector 
effects do not degrade the resolution too much. Presum
ably the shape of the Prut distribution could be used to 
determine the mass, but we have not yet investigated the 
mass resolution. A detailed study of other gluino signa
tures will be presented elsewhere. 

4.5. SIGNALS FROM GLUING DECAY TO LEPTONS 

USING A PARTONIC MONTE CARLO WITH .THE FULL 

CASCADE DECAYS 

We look in this section (following the work of Baer, 
Tata and Woodside) at the full cascade decays of gluinos 
and searched for events with energetic, isolated electrons 
with modest missing energy. As described in a previous 

subsection (above), we compute the signals 28
) expected 

from the process pp (or pp) -+ 99X -+ qqxi + qqXi +X 
where the x collectively denotes the two charginos ext 2 ) 

and the four neutralinos CxY, 2,3,4 ) of the minimal mod~l. 
These charginos and neutralinos then decay via the two 
body modes Xi-+ Xi + (V or H) (here V=W± or Z, and 
H is any Higgs scalar) if these are kinematically accessi
ble; otherwise, they decay into a fermion pair (quark or 
lepton) and a lighter X· The secondary x again decays as 
described above unless it is xY. Thus the final state from 
99 production consists of n quarks+ m leptons (n ~ 4, m 
~ 0) + Episs (coming from the two xY's and any neutri
nos). The relevant branching fractions may be found in 
Ref. 29. In our computation of the various event topolo
gies, we have incorporated the complete decay cascade of 
the g, xt and xs as given by the minimal supersymmetry 
model. For definiteness, we have taken J.l = -150GeV, 
tan (J = 1.5 and Mq- = 2 M-g as "typical values" in our 
calculation. In terms of these parameters (and M-g) all 
the cross-sections can be calculated. 

Our calculations have been performed at the parton 
level. We have coalesced two partons within 

into a single jet and have required I 7Jjet I < 2.5 and 
Er(jet) > 15 GeV. For events containing one or more 
hard (p} > 20 GeV) and central (I 7Je I < 3 and I 7],. I < 
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Figure 20. Cross-section for producing isolated dilepton plus n-jet 

events in pp collisions at· :.;s ::: 2 TeV. Cuts are as described in the 

text. We show (a) all dileptons (summed over e,e,jl,'ji) and (b) 

same-sign dilepton rates. 

0.76) charged leptons, we have used the cut E!piss > 20 
GeV. We further require that the leptons be isolated (no 

,partons with I: Er > 3 GeV in a cone of D.R;, 0.4 about 
each lepton). 

The results of our calculation for n jet + 2 lt.pton 
events at a 2 TeV pp collider (option A) are shown in Fig. 
20. Dominant standard model backgrounds are listed in 
Table 5. For brevity, we have not shown the corresponding 
cross-sections for options B and C discussed above. These 
can be approximated by scaling the cross-sections in Fig. 
20 by a ratio of the production rates that can be obtained 
from Fig. 15. We have computed the following Standard 
Model backgrounds to the signals: 

(a) 1 - lepton events: W -+ e or J.l + "jets" and tt 
production 

(b) 2 - lepton events: tt production 

For the background computation, we used a shower 
Monte-Carlo described in Ref. 31 for W and Z processes 
and the same experimental criteria as for the signal. We 
also computed the background from tt production for mt 

= 60 and 120 GeV. The following comments are in order: 

1. The backgrounds for 1 lepton + n jets + Episs 
events appear to exceed signal for all choices of M-g, 
hence we have not illustrated this case. However, 
in the present analysis we have made no attempt at 
optimizing signal/background. Cutting on quanti
ties such as Mr( e,E!piss ) or jet Pt may help in this 
matter. This is under study. 

2. Signals for two isolated leptons + n jets + E!j!iss 



Table 5 

Background rates from standard model processes for the 

signals shown in Figure 20. All numbers are in picobarns. 

Isolated Dileptons + n JETS+ E!}P- (E!}P- > 20 GeV) 

#JETS t(60) t(120) 

1 7 .3 

2 4 .5 

3 .7 .2 

4 .002 

events 33
) exceed background only for n ~ 4. The 

cross-sections for two isolated leptons + 4 jets are 
typically in the range of ..... 0.01 ph so that at most 
a handful of these events may be expected. The 
cross-section for isolated same sign dileptons can 
exceed 0.1 pb and is as large as 0.01 ph even for 
M; = 200 GeV. We were unable to find any back
ground from tl for this class of events. A separate 
study, described in the next subsection, involved a 
more detailed analysis with different cuts, and also 
found optimistic results. Although the rate for these 
events is too small to envision that supersymme
try would be discovered in the dilepton channel, a 
handful of these clean events would provide a strik
ing confirmation of a signal discovered in another 
channel. 

To summarize, option B (a Tevatron upgrade to a pp 
collider operating at ,fS = 2 TeV and J Ldt = 1000 pb-1 ) 

would give the highest event rate for gluinos if M; < 300 
· GeV. Backgrounds should be more manageable because 
of lower W and Z production rates relative to a pp col
lider. Incorporating complete gluino cascade sequences 
iri our programs yields new signatures for gluinos. The 
most promising are (1) isolated same sign dileptons + 
E!}iss and (2) isolated dileptons + four or more jets + 
Er . Each of these signals (along with the E!}iss signal) 
should be present in a data sample if discovery of gluinos 
is to be claimed. More detailed studies of these signals 
are in progress. 

4.6. LIKE-SIGN DILEPTONS AS A SIGNAL FOR GLUINO 

PRODUCTION 

In this section (following the work of Barnett, Gu
nion and Haber), we are interested in new gluino search 
techniques which could complement (or perhaps even sub
stitute for) the standard missing-energy signature. One 

. problem with the more complicated signatures is that, if 
seen, one must find means for identifying such a signal 
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as being that of a gluino. Our approach will be to make 
use of a special feature of the gluino: it is a Majorana 
fermion. (Here, we use a broader definition of Majorana 
to include neutral particles which transform under real 
representations of the underlying Standard Model gauge 
group.) A very distinctive feature of a Major ana particle 

· is that it can decay with equal probability into fermions 
and antifermions. Thus, we focus on a particular class of 
gluino decay chains such that gg production will result in 
like-sign dileptons in the final state. Due to the Majorana 
nature of the gluino, the probability for the production of 
like-sign and opposite-sign leptons is equal, and the lep
ton decay characteristics of the two classes of final states 
are identical. This is quite a distinctive result, and if seen 
would be extremely helpful in identifying the origin of the 
events. 

Consider as an example the decay :9 -+ qq'xt', where 
xt' is the lightest chargino state. As shown in Ref. 27, this 
decay mode is the dominant gluino decay (with branch
ing ratio near 60%) over a large range of supersymmetric 
parameter space. The key point here is that the Majo
rana nature of the gluino implies that it is equally likely 
to decay into a chargino of either sign. The chargino de
cays dominantly into the LSP plus a real (or virtual) w±, 
which then decays to electrons or muons 22% of the time. 
Thus the branching ratio for the decay chain g-+ qqf±vx<J 
is typically around 13%, with equal probability to produce 
a lepton of either sign. For simplicity, the T-lepton will be 
neglected from our considerations. Since gluinos are pro
duced in pairs (we assume that squarks are heavier so that 
qg production can be ignored), this implies that the num
ber of dilepton final states resulting from the decay of the 
two gluinos may be as large as 2% of all gg events, of which 
half have like-sign leptons. Given the large cross-sections 
for gluino pair production at future colliders, there would 
exist a potentially large and interesting sample of events. 
This sample consists of events with hadronic jets (two 
from each gluino), missing energy due to the LSP and 
neutrinos in the final state, and a dilepton pair which can 
come in one of the following like-sign combinations: e±e±, 
e± I'±, 11± 11±, and the corresponding opposite-sign com
binations. Because the background is clearly larger for 
detecting the opposite-sign pairs, we shall focus here on 
the isolation of like-sign dilepton events originating from 
gluino pair production. 

We have used a parton Monte Carlo in order to deter
mine the viability of gluino detection using the like-sign 
dilepton signal. We have investigated the signal at the 
present Tevatron and at two future hadron colliders un
der consideration: an upgraded Tevatron and the SSC. 
Three Tevatron options are being considered, but we find 
that only the choice of a pp collider with ,fS = 2 TeV 
and an integrated luminosity of 1000pb-1 gives a signif
icant improvement in discovery limits over the existing 

· Tevatron. In addition to studying the characteristics of 

,~, 

to' 
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the signal, we have tried to identify the major source of 
Standard Model background. In the case of the like-sign 
dilepton signal, the dominant background is expected to 
be tl production, where one t decays to blv and the other 
t decays to bqq1 with the secondary b decaying into clv. 
Such events will also produced like-sign dileptons (both 
muons and electrons), hadronic jets, and missing energy 
in the form of neutrinos. The background. estimate will 
depend crucially on the unknown t-quark mass. We have 
studied two extreme cases in this regard: the "light" top 
(mt = 60 GeV) and the "heavy" top (me = 160 GeV). 
We have identified a number of characteristics of the back
ground that allow us to distinguish between it and the 
signal. 

First, there is the lack of isolation of the lepton emit
ted from the b-quark. (We make use of the theoretical 
expectation that there is negligible mixing in neutral T
mesons which could cause primary like-sign dileptons in 
tt production from the t-quark decays.) This is to be 
compared with the case of dileptons from gluinos where 
both leptons resulting from the decay of a chargino (pre
sumed to be much heavier than the b-quark) would be 
quite isolated. Thus we define t::..Rm1 in to be the mini-

'' mum t::..R = .j(t::..17)2 + (t::..¢)2obtained by considering all 
lepton-jet combinations. Two other variables that allow 
us to discriminate against the background due to a top 
quark that is significantly lighter than the gluino are the 
total reconstructed mass of the event, 

" ~ + ~mi•• 
( 

2 

i=j,J,,j,,j,,,,,, ) 
- ~ Pi PT 

( 4.13) 

designed to approximate the total mass of the produced 
gg system, and the invariant mass (M1,,2j) of the slow 
lepton and its two nearest (in t::..R) jets, which provides 
a measure of the invariant mass of the gluino. In Eq. 
( 4.13) jets and leptons are labelled in order of decreasing 

transverse energy: Ep > E¥ > EP > E¥ and E¥ > E!j.. 

Before presenting any details of the analysis we pre
view our conclusions. At the upgraded Tevatron option 
with an integrated luminosity of 1000 pb-1, the like-sign 
dilepton siguature is found to be viable for gluino masses 
up to 180 GeV. Of course, it is necessary to have a mag
netic detector in order to be able to perform the type of 
analysis we describe here. Since it is clearly of interest 
to make sure that the sse can probe down to this mass 
(so that there is no gap in accessible gluino masses for the 
combination of the two machines) we present the bulk of 
our results (both for an upgraded Tevatron and the SSC), 
assuming M-g = 180 GeV. 
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For simplicity, we employ the minimal supersymmet- . 
ric extension of the Standard Model. Having specified 
M;, the remaining free parameters are IJ, tan ,8 and the 
mass of one of the Higgs bosons of the model (see Ref. 
27 for notation). A particular choice of parameters can 
affect the chargino and neutralino mass spectrum and the 
gluino leptonic branching ratio. We have surveyed the su
persymmetric parameter space and find that the gluino 
leptonic branching ratio is fairly stable over a consider
able range of the parameters. We present results here 
for a typical choice: tan/3 = 1.5, mn+ = 500 GeV, and 
1-1 = -150 GeV. For these values, we find BR(g -+ 

qq'xt) = 0.52 and BR(xt -+ f.± + anything) = 0.22, 
where l is either an electron or muon. Since in this case 
this is the only decay chain giving a single lepton, we find 
that like-sign dilepton events are 0.6% of all gg events. 

Let us first focus on the Tevatron upgrade an~lysis. 
First, we define a jet such that all parton jets within a 
cone of l::..R $ 0.6 around the jet axis are counted as one 
jet. We then employ the following cuts: (i) Njet ~ 4, 

(ii) E¢·•·•·• > 10 GeV, (iii) Nlepeon = 2, and (iv) E~·• > 
5 GeV. In addition, we impose a CDF-like trigger by 
requiring that at least· one of the following three condi
tions be satisfied: (i) E¥ > 20 GeV, (ii) Ep > 60 GeV, 

or (iii) E~·•·• > 20 GeV. Distributions in l::..R'f:F, Mtot, 

M1,,2j and E!j. are presented in Fig. 21. For the lat
ter three we have plotted the gg signal results before any 
l::..R'f:t cut (a l::..Rijin > 0.48 cut results in only a small de
crease in the signal curve), in comparison to background 
results for mt = 60 GeV with the l::..Rijin > 0.48 cut 

imposed and mc = 160 GeV without any t::..R'[jn cut. 
All Tevatron curves are normalized to an integrated lu
minosity of 1000 pb-1• The number of events in the 
me = 60 GeV, l::..R1min > 0.48 curves is 20, the num-

,J 

her in the m 1 = 160 GeV, no l::..Rijin cut curves is 91, 
while there are 18 and 14 events in the signal curve before 
and after the l::..Rijin cut, respectively. For me= 60 GeV 
the background event rate is very high to begin with, but 
the t::..Rjin cut is extremely effective in reducing it to the 

,J 
level of the signal. The mass distributions then allow one 
to easily distinguish between signal and background. At 
m 1 = 160 GeV the background is not that much larger 
than signal and the l::..R'f:i" distributions are sufficiently 
different to allow separation. Having made such a cut, 
the E!j. distributions of signal and background are quite 
different, as seen in Fig. 21b. On the other hand the 
mass distributions (Fig. 21c-d) are quite similar when 
me ,.., M-g. Note that in both cases, the gluino mass can 
be determined (within an accuracy of order 10%) from 
the Meot distribution. These results from our upgraded 
Tevatron simulation show that the dilepton signature is 
marginal and requires large luminosity. The other pro
posed upgrades which do not plan for such a high in
tegrated luminosity would not allow use of the dilepton 
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Figure 21. We present normalized distributions for the Tevatron 

upgrade, (a)-(d), and the SSC, (e) and (f), for M; ::;: 180 GeV. 
· All include the cuts and triggering conditions described in the text. 

The gg signal curves are so\d lines and have no L!.Ri:/" cut; in 

(b)-(f) a l!.Ri:/" > 0.48 cut resul~ in only a small decrease in the 

solid curve. Background curves for rn1 = 60 GeV are dashed, while 

_those for me = 160 GeV are dotdashed. The distributions are: (a) 

t:.R?:/" for the gg signal multiplied by a factor of 10 compared to 

m, = 60 GeV and rn1 = 160 GeV; (b) E!j for m1 = 160 GeV before 

and after a L!.Ri:/" > 0.48 cut, compared to the gg signal; (c) M101 

form, = 60 GeV, t:.R;:/" > 0.48, and m1 = 160 GeV, no t:.Ri:/" 
cut, compared to signal; (d) as in (c) but for M1,,2j; (e) M,., for 

m, = 160 GeV, no t:.Ri:/" cut, compared to signal; and (f) as in 

(e) but for M1,,2j. 

signal to explore gluino masses as large as 180 GeV -
the dilepton signal is essentially event rate limited. 

· We have also run our Monte Carlo under SSC condi
tions. We assume an integrated luminosity of 104 pb-1• 

Since the raw gg production rate is enormous for M; = 
180 Ge V (yielding some 2.48 x 106 like-sign dilepton events 
before cuts), it is trivial to impose strorig cuts on the 
ll.Rf:r and mass variables that completely eliminate any 
mt = 60 GeV background. Thus, we focus on m1 = 
160 GeV. We employed a new set of cuts: (i) Njet ~ 4, 

(ii) E¥'2 '
3 > 40 GeV, E¥ > 10 GeV, (iii) Nlepton = 2, and 
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(iv) E~·· > 10 GeV. (Making a stronger. cut on E!j. would 
completely eliminate the background. We have not done 
so ip order to have .some background to compare with our 
signal.) No trigger conditions were imposed. After the 
above cuts, we are left ~ith 6 X 105 background events 
and 2.6 x 105 signal events. , The .ll.Rf:r distribution of 
the background is even more sharply peaked towards small 
ll.Rij;;. in the SSC simulation than at the Tevatron, and 
would clearly allow isolation of the signal. The Mtot and 
M1,,2j distributions for signal and background are shown 
in Fig. 21, with no ll.Rf:/" cut imposed. We see that 
M1,,2i also allows some discrimination. This SSC study 
suggests that we should even be able to isolate a gluino 
signal for gluinos lighter than 180 GeV. 

We have also explored the maximum gluino mass that 
could be probed using the like-sign dilepton signature at 

the SSC. 
34

) For heavy gluinos the effective branching ratio 
for gg final states containing like-sign electrons or muons 
and at least four energetic jets is typically of order 1% for 
a large range of parameter space. The large difference in 
ll.Rf:/" distributions between signal and top backgrounds 
remains, and now the Mtot and M1,,2j distributions for the 
gg signal peak at such high masses that there is essentially 
no overlap with any mt < 200 GeV background. Thus 
isolation .of the signal is purely event rate limited. For 
M; = 2 TeV and integrated luminosity of 104 pb-1 there 
are 25 events in the dilepton signal, which would almost 
certainly allow discovery. Higher masses could be probed 
for larger integrated luminosities. 

In conclusion, at an upgraded Tevatron with at least 
1000 pb-1, the like-sign dilepton signal may be visible for 
gluino masses up to 180 GeV, depending on the values 
of the other supersymmetric parameters. (Such a signal 
may even be observable at a Tevatron operating under 
present conditions for gluino masses near 90 GeV for spe
cial parameter choices.) At the SSC, the dilepton signal 
should be easy to detect for the entire range of gluino 
masses from 180 - 2000 GeV, very probably extending 
even lower. Such a copious like-sign dilepton signal would 
be strong evidence for phenomena related to a Majorana 
fermion, and the large event rates predicted here would 
almost surely allow experimenters to claim the -discovery 
of the gluino, if such like-sign dilepton events were discov
ered. Clearly, the dilepton signal at the SSC is a powerful 
tool for uncovering evidence for supersymmetry. 

I.;. 

' 



5. Summary and Conclusions 

Our study of the new particle discovery capabilities of 
the sse indicates that it has a powerful potential to un
ravel many current mysteries of high energy physics. The 
range of masses to which it has access is enormous. Many 
types of signatures can be clearly separated from back
grounds. When new physics is discovered, it should be 
possible to establish not only its existence but also much 
about its nature. While we have not examined every pos
sible type of new particle, the range of signals we studied 
was large, and probably includes signals expected from 
other particles. 

The identification of new physics may require isola
tion of several signatures. This makes the achievement of 
design luminosity essential, because the branching ratios 
to given modes are often small. Among the many reasons 
why a magnetic detector is critical for finding new parti• 
des is the need to know the charge of leptons in multi
lepton events. We have shown that charge identification 
can be important both for eliminating backgrounds and 
for identifying the nature of the new physics. It should be 
emphasized that for many kinds of new physics the lep
tons are not fast (often E} :=::: 20- 100 GeV) since they 
come from cascade decays. However, they are quite iso
lated compared with leptons from b decay. Leptons from 
new W' and Z' bosons might have~ in the multi-TeV 
range, and sign determination for these may be unimpor
tant. Because of the importance of decays with leptons 
and the small branching ratios to any given mode, it is es
sential to detect both electrons and muons in reasonable 
rapidity ranges. We have not directly addressed this issue 
in this particular study, but lepton coverage in 1'71 < 3 
should be adequate. Note that in the supersymmetry sec
tion we found that the backgrounds for events with single 
leptons were too high so that the useful signals would be 
multi-lepton events; for these events the need for adequate 
rapidity coverage of electrons and muons is compounded. 
An issue which requires more attention is that of lepton 
misidentification; in particular, the mistaken labelling of 
isolated hadrons as leptons is a potential problem. We 
cannot say, for example, whether misidentification at the 
level of 10-3 is acceptable. The lepton and jet resolutions 
commonly discussed for sse detectors appear to be suffi
cient for discovering most new particles. A role for vertex 
detection has not been suggested, but it may be useful in 
eliminating backgrounds. Further study is needed as to 
whether there will be problems triggering on some of the 
signatures proposed here and elsewhere. 

We have shown here for the first time that new heavy 
leptons can be discovered at the SSC. New heavy bosons 
(W'± and Z'0 ) are among the easiest particles to find at 
the sse, and a high statistics study of asymmetries may 
yield useful information about their nature. For the first 
time we have performed detailed studies of the produc-
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tion of gluinos (the supersymmetric partner of the gluon) 
in which the small branching ratios were incorporated and 
in which full cascade decays were followed. We have em
phasized the critical role of decays including leptons. The 
preliminary studies are very encouraging, leading us to 
believe that much can be learned about supersymmetry. 
High statistics ISAJET studies are proceeding. 

We turn now to the issues concerning the proposed up
grades for the Tevatron Collider. There are motivations 
for upgrading the Tevatron Collider or for choosing one 
option. over another option (accelerator technology, de
tector capabilities, etc.) beyond t~e purely physics issues 
raised here, but we have not addressed those questions 
at all. While the range of new particle masses available 
to an upgraded Tevatron Collider appears to be fully cov-. 
ered by existing facilities (including the existing Tevatron) 
plus the sse, there may be valuable physics which could 
be done before the advent of the SSC. The excluded mass 
range for new particles such as n~w W' and Z' bosons, 
squarks and gluinos could be extended by 100-200 GeV. 
This can be compared with the SSC which will eventually 
extend these limits by 2000-7000 GeV. Of course it is also 
possible that these new particles have masses within the 
discovery reach of an upgraded Tevatron Collider. Some 
particles cannot be found at the Tevatron Collider because 
the luminosities proposed are inadequate for the combina
tion of small production rates and very small branching 
ratios to any given mode. In fact the search range for 
most new physics is limited by luminosity. 

The three upgrades options we considered were: 

• Option A - A 2 TeV pp collider of luminosity 100 
pb-1. 

• Option B - A 2 TeV pp collider of luminosity 1000 
pb-1. 

• Option C - A 3 TeV pp collider of luminosity 30 
pb-1. 

Which upgrade performs the best in new particle search 
and discovery depends largely on the mass of the parti
cle. Furthermore, this question is dependent on whether 
just detection is sufficient or whether larger event rates 
are desired so that the properties of new particle can be 
studied. We found no circumstances in which Option A 
was preferable. The higher energy of Option C can lead to 
the highest search limits if and only if the resultant rate 
is adequate. 

New heavy bosons (W' and Z') provide the one of 
the best possible examples of a favorable circumstance 
for Option C. Their production requires quark-antiquark 
annihilation thereby favoring a pp machine since it has a 
larger supply of antiquarks. However, the branching ra
tio to leptons is small, so even here Option C does not 
necessarily provide the best limits (based on 5 events), 
because of its limited luminosity. Option B is clearly pre
ferred if 50 or more events are desired (in this latter case 



the accessible masses are somewhat lower). Which option 
does best depends on the model and on model-dependent 
parameters. Option C tends to have the best discovery 
limits for new gauge bosons, although the differences are 
only 50 GeV or less. Looking at the forward-backward 
asymmetry, we see that for some choices of model param
eters, it is considerably larger for pp machines, but this 
must be matched against the smaller event rates of Op
tion C compared with Option B (at masses low enough to 
achieve event rates great enough to measure an asymme
try). If we compare the discovery limits of the upgrades to 
the limits from the current Tevatron Collider run (which 
we assume to have an integrated luminosity of 10 pb-1 ), 

we find that the limits would be raised from about 550 
GeV for W' bosons to about 800 GeV while the limits 
for Z' bosons would go from 400 to 600 GeV. For fixed 
boson masses of say 400 Ge V, the upgrades yield about 
ten times as many events as the current run. Thus the 
potential for investigating new physics in the 1990s with 
Tevatron upgrades could be significant. 

The production of other types of particles such as 
squarks and gluinos (the supersymmetric partners of the 
quarks and gluon) does not require quark-antiquark anni
hilation and in fact is dominated by production via gluons. 
In this case Option A does not surpass Option B for gg 
production until the gluino mass is 380 GeV, and at that 
mass there is a fraction of an event per year for any given 
signal after branching ratios. For masses well below the 
discovery threshold, Option B has a tremendous advan
tage over the other options. For example, for M-g = 150 
GeV Option B gives 26,000 gluino pairs per year (before 
any branching ratios) compared with 3200 and 5100 for 
Options A and C, respectively and with only 190 for the 
current Tevatron run with 10 pb-1. At M-g = 220 GeV 
(which may be the discovery limit) the ratio of gluino 
pair production for Option B compared to Option C is 
974 events to 381 events. The crossover point at which 
Option C begins to dominate Option B is about M-g = 290 
GeV where about 50 total events per year would be pro
duced; after branching ratios this rate is not adequate for 
discovery. Another measure of the difference for gluino 
production among the three options is a comparison of 
discovery reach. If Option B can achieve M-g = 220 GeV, 
then Option A can achieve 180 GeV, Option C 200 GeV 
and the current 10 pb-1 run 150 GeV. Incidentally for 
M-g = 220 GeV, the sse would produce 2 X 108 events 
per year. 

In conclusion, the potential for finding new physics 
at an upgraded Tevatron Collider is clearly far less than 
at the sse, but several important discoveries might be 
within reach. In general we felt that Option B (with the 
highest luminosity) was a superior upgrade in the search 
for new particles. The differences in ultimate search lim
its were never great, but when larger event rates were 
required, Option B enjoyed a clear advantage. Option A 
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seemed the least desirable. Finally, our group found that 
the sse is essential in the search for the new particles 
which can solve some of the great puzzles of physics. 
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